
 

IB Art: Summer Work-IB Year 1     Mozy Da Costa Pinto 
Sequoia High School  Clare Szydlowski 
  

Welcome to IB Art! 
You are about to embark on an exciting and enlightening 2 year art adventure! 

 
For your Summer Work you will create 2 Studio Works (artworks) in any medium (sculpture, drawing, painting, 
printmaking, mixed-media, photography, digital art) that explores aspects of your identity, a sort of “non-literal 
self-portrait.” In addition to these studio pieces you will create 8 pages in your Art Journal: an important tool 
for working out your ideas for your studio projects, for deepening your thinking, and developing your artistic 
skills throughout the IB program. 
 

 Start This Homework A.S.A.P!! 
It takes time to research, develop and create artwork!! 

Do NOT save it for August- the amount of time and energy  
you put into this will show in your artwork! 

 
You will need to purchase your own Art Journal:  this is an essential component of the IB Art Program. 
Your journal should be a blank page sketchbook, hardbound (not spiral), 8.5” X 11”- you can find books like 
these for $10-15 at most art and craft supply stores. The Art Journal is essentially “your brain on paper” it is a 
combination diary, scrapbook, sketchbook, and field/research journal.  It is a place for experimentation, 
personal reflection, working out studio project ideas, investigating world cultures and other artists; and then 
processing and analyzing the information and images you find through research. 
  
Summer Journal Assignment: 8 pages total 
The 8 Art Journal pages you create this summer will fall into a number of different page type categories (this 
helps you focus your investigation and become familiar with how to use the workbook to deepen your thinking 
and develop your artwork) 
 
The breakdown of these 8 pages is as follows: 
 
Visual Autobiography= 2 pages 
Represent your interests and personal history through images, colors, textures, and patterns. You can paste in 
images printed from the computer, use magazine clippings, sketch, color, texture rubbings - be creative! Then 
add written notes about what visually draws you to these images or what significance they have to you.  
These pages will help you think of ideas for your studio projects!  
Examples include: 

● Images of places you’ve lived 
● Activities you are involved in (sports, camps, volunteer experiences….) 
● Patterns and colors in your everyday environments 
● Things that grab your attention- things you “like” on Instagram or “pin” on Pinterest 
● Images, colors and patterns from nature to which you are drawn  
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● Visual memories- old toys, childhood “treasures”, the pattern of special piece of clothing, blanket etc... 
● Images of things you like to learn about: (science charts, environment, history images, maps, world 

cultures, otter space, math equations, art materials/tools, picture of your favorite books, poetry…..)  
Artist Research = 2 pages   
Choose two artists from the list below or choose artists on your own who have created self-portraits. Please 
choose two artists from 2 different cultures.  

-Research the background and context of the artist and their work (where? when? what 
medium(s)? what influences?)  
-Then choose 1-2 specific works to analyze and critique. Print out pictures of these works or sketch

them in your workbook. 
●     How did they use the Elements of Art (line, shape, texture, color, value, space) or Principles of 
Design (Emphasis, Symmetrical/Asymmetrical Balance, Rhythm/Movement (Pattern), Harmony (Unity), 
Contrast, Proportion) to help tell their story effectively? 
●     What is the meaning of the work? What was the artist’s intention? What materials did the artist use 
to convey their intention? Do you think they are successful? Why or why not? What aspects of the 
artwork inspire you? If none, explain why. 

Citing Sources **** this is CRITICAL for IB!!!!!!  
Make it a habit to cite everything you research and/or images you find!!!!! 
It is important to reference where you found information related to the work you put in your Art Journal, write 
down info for the books or website you used. Easybib.com has a nice citation generator that can make this 
work a bit easier. We use the MLA Format. Make sure you record the URLs of the sites where you get 
information so you can create the citation on Easybib- then either print this out and paste in your journal or 
copy it on to the page.  
Citing Artworks 
For EVERY artwork* included in your book needs a credit line: 
Artist Name 
Title of Work 
Year 
Medium 
Size (if applicable) 
Location of the original artwork 
*for photos of your own artwork make sure you label with “my artwork”  
(also add: URL address)  
Example of a credit line: 
Frida Kahlo, The Two Fridas, 1939, Oil on canvas, 68 x 68 in. (173 x 173 cm), Museo de Arte Moderno, 
Mexico City 
 

Artists to Research: (feel free to pick your own from outside of this list) 
  

European American Latino Middle Eastern African Asian 
Rembrandt van 
Rijn 

Kara Walker Ana Mendieta Lalla Essaydi 
 

Yinka Shonibare Yue Minjun 

Lucien Freud Robert Arneson  Guillermo Kuitea Shirin Neshat Wangechi Mutu Yoko Ono 
JR (French street 
artist)  

Kehinde Wiley 
 

Audrya Flores Abdulnasser 
Gharem 

Njideka Akunyili 
Crosby 

Ai Wei Wei 

Egon Schiele Swoon  Vik Muniz Aydin 
Aghdashloo 

Marlene Dumas Yayoi Kusama 
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Vincent Van 
Gogh 

Cindy Sherman  Frida Kahlo Reza Derakshani Nandipha 
Mntambo 

Tamoko Sawada 
 

Antony Gormley Romare Bearden Diego Rivera Shahzia Sikander 
 

William Kentridge Takashi 
Murakami 

Jenny Saville Chuck Close Aliza Nisenbaum Hayv Kahraman 
 

El Anatsui Huang Yan 

Louise Bourgeois Carrie Mae 
Weems 

David Alfaro 
Siqueiros 

  Do-ho Suh 

 
** I strongly recommend getting to the SFMOMA (San Fran. Museum of modern art) museum in SF 
BEFORE MAY 29, 2017 to see the Deibenkorn/Matisse exhibition.  
(The museum is free to anyone under 18 yrs old. You need to go on-line predetermine your time and date for 
your visit of this specific exhibition.) The exhibit is all about how Diebenkorn was profoundly influenced by 
Matisse. They never met, but Henri Matisse was very important to Richard Diebenkorn’s development as an 
artist. The exhibit it a perfect example of what IB is looking for art students to do: compare and contrast 2 
artists and their works, times, influences, and yet both are uniquely their own artist. Also, it shows how you can 
be inspired by another artist from another culture/time and how you can take that inspiration and make it into 
your own---your own ideas/style/intentions…..  
You could use one of these artists (or any other you see at SFMOMA) to research as well.  
 
Compare and Contrast =1 page 
 
Compare and contrast one artwork (self-portrait if possible) by each of the two artists [from two different 
cultures] you researched.  

● Print out a picture of each artwork or sketch them in your journal. 
● How do these works differ? How are these works the same? (See 1-3 below to help you) 

 
**Use creative layouts on this page for sharing your compare/contrast observations/analysis:  

● A Venn diagram  
● Lists with connecting lines 
● A web/ visual map format 
● Color coding similarities and differences  

 
1. Analyze the visual qualities of each artwork: 

● What Elements of Art (line, shape, texture, color, value, space) are dominant in each of 
the artworks? 

● What Principles of Design can be seen in the compositions? (Emphasis, Balance, 
Rhythm/Movement, Pattern, Unity, Contrast)  

● How do the use of elements of art or composition effect how you interpret the artwork? 
 

    2. Interpret the meaning of the artworks: 
● What ideas are the artists each expressing in these artworks?  
● Compare the content, motifs, signs, symbols...how is meaning communicated? 
● What materials did the artists chose to use? How does this affect the meaning of their 

work? 
 

   3. Consider the context and background of the artists: 
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● How are the artists shaped by their culture and time?  
● How does their personal history and life experience influence their work? (How do each of 

the artist represent themselves/their interests/their environment in their artwork?) 
● Compare the materials used and conceptual significance of their work, how are these 

related to cultural context?  
 
 
 
Materials/ Process Exploration = 2 pages (one per studio artwork) 
These pages are for you to explore the development of YOUR ideas and techniques with materials for YOUR 
studio pieces.  
●     In your materials exploration test out art materials, tools and techniques that are new to you, or familiar 
tools that you want to use in a new way; record your findings (like a scientist might in a field journal).  
*Note: Take photos of the process of exploring materials and different stages of your 
experimentation—especially if you are working digitally or sculpturally. Do the experiments directly in your art 
journal or if you prefer doing them outside of your book, you can glue them into your journal after they have 
dried. 
●     Research the historical background of the materials/tools/techniques you try, some materials like charcoal 
have been used for thousands of years while others, like Photoshop are relatively new. 
●     In your “idea” exploration use personal reflection and brainstorming strategies to find connections in your 
own experience, interests, passions, fears, dreams to the cultures, artists and materials you are researching 
●     Sketch out possible compositions/ constructions for your artwork 
 
 Synthesis/ Next Steps= 1 page (This page is done after both studio pieces are completed) 

● In this page reflect on your studio projects: What aspects were successful? Which aspects would like to 
revisit or rework in the future? 

● Write and sketch about any ideas you would like to take further in future studio works or any topics 
these projects generated. 

  
Summer Studio Assignment: (Please let me know before the end of this school year if you need some 
materials for the summer) 
You are responsible for 2 studio artworks on the theme “This is Me.” Have fun with these projects!  
These pieces can be in any medium: sculpture, painting/drawing, printmaking, mixed media or photography* 
These works will explore the idea of a non-traditional self-portrait that displays aspects of your personality, 
experience, interests, talents, aspirations, fears or role models. Both pieces should be developed through the 
workbook pages assigned above.  
*if you use photography it must go beyond a simple snapshot- in a series, or very well put together formal 
portrait or a manipulated multi-layered Photoshop piece.  
 

Studio Work #1:  Interpret the theme “This is Me” to create a self-portrait (non-traditional or traditional - this 
can be any size and any medium. Consider the artists you researched and the variety of ways one can 
interpret “self-portrait.” Be inspired by the artists but make it your own.  
 

Studio Work #2: Build off of Studio Work #1 and take that idea in a new direction/approach or with new 
materials but keep the two pieces visually or conceptually linked- think of them as works to be displayed 
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together. How can you build off of the first piece you made or take one aspect of that piece and create another 
work?  
 
*Note: Take photos of the process of making your artworks- it is a good habit to get into and you will use these 
process photos in the future. (Create a file on your computer for your media experiments as well as for your artworks at 
different stages of process. You can glue some of the photos into your art journal too—just no photos of completed 
artwork can go into your art journals.) 
  

Due Date: All of your summer work is due the first day of school.  
Have fun and see you in August! 
:) Ms. DCP PS. If you get stuck or have questions you can reach me over the summer at: 
mdacosta@seq.org  
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This is a good example of a media exploration and documentation of artmaking in process.  
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This is a good example of a brainstorming/ processing your own ideas Page. 

How to approach analyzing artwork:  
Rings of analysis 

If you are looking for an outline that simplifies the various requirements of visual analysis, here it is!  
 
This is a comprehensive model for visual analysis developed by some IB teachers. It takes the complex 
language of the assessment criteria and turns it into an easy to understand visual diagram.  
Students can use this model in the Comparative Study, in their journals, in the EE. 

Start from the outside of the circle and work your way in or start from 

the center with the formal elements, and work your way outwards, 

"first impression" being your personal interpretation of the artwork 
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This is a good example of a student’s approach to Formal Analysis 
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Here is an example of a student’s approach to “context and background” of an Artist.  

(From her final CS slide show) 
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Here is good example of a student’s creative visual [Venn] diagram to compare/contrast multiple 
artworks. 
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Here is good example of a student’s synthesis of multiple elements of the rubrics coming together on 
one page. 
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